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InvitationDear Colleagues,
Conference Series LLC Ltd is proudly to declare the initiation of “Global Summit on Neonatology & Clinical 
Pediatrics” amid December 09-10, 2020 Sydney, Australia. The upcoming meeting will be sorted out around 
the topic “Recent Advances and Future Directions in Pediatrics”. Which consolidates incite of keynote 
Sessions, Oral, Poster Competitions, and Exhibitions. Global Pediatric Summit 2020 plans to discover 
advances in prosperity practice, organization and guideline in association with Pediatrics prosperity varieties 
and moreover broadness of various subjects. A Global Pediatric Summit 2020 and Perinatology Professionals 
have an excellent course of action of aptitude and limit. Not solely would they have the capacity to break 
down patients in conclusion give medication, anyway they in like manner serve in expert and directing 
parts. Clinical Pediatrics is indisputable and influences social protection regardless of what you look like at 
it, from diminishing restorative perplexities to upgrading diligent satisfaction. Global Pediatric Summit 2020 
incorporates the importance of Pediatrician and the motivation to set them up for their commitments as 
Pediatrics specialists.

With Regards,

Global Pediatric Summit 2020
Operating Committee, Conference Series LLC Ltd. Conferences

Editorial Board Members of Supporting Journals:
Alexandra Lucas
University of Florida, USA

Matthew O Howard
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA

Fuyong Jiao
Xi’an Jiaotong Univeristy, China

Abdel-Latif Mohamed
Australian National University, Australia

Miguel Angel Maluf Federal
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

Medical Doctor
University of Messina, Italy

Claudio Spinelli
Professor, University of Pisa, Italy

Ahmed Naguy
Kuwait Centre for Mental Health, Kuwait

Isaac Kuzmar
Kajaani Central Hospital Kainuun Sote, Finland

Linda E May
East Carolina University, USA

https://pediatricconference.conferenceseries.com
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Program Announcement
Important Dates
Abstract submission opens: December 30, 2019
Registration opens: December 30, 2019
Early bird Registration: January 20, 2020
On spot registration: December 09, 2020

Accommodation
A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Global Pediatric Summit 2020 participants are 
proposed. Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily 
reached by public transportation. 

Exhibition and Sponsorship
An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to 
the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the 
fields of  Neonatology & Clinical Pediatrics Care.

About Sydney
Australia, formally referred to as the Commonwealth of Australia, is a country and sovereign state within the 

hemisphere, settled in Oceanica. Its capital town is Canberra, and its largest city is Sydney. Australia is the sixth biggest 
country within the world by surface area,  and is a component of the Oceanic and Australasian regions. Australia, New 
Zealand, New Guinea and other islands on the Australian tectonic plate area together called Australasia, that is one in 
every of the world’s nice Eco zones.

Sydney is  enclosed by many kilometres of national parks and historic sites, the sparkling waters of Sydney Harbour 
area unit substitutable with Australia’s most illustrious town. Alive with ferries, yachts and kayaks, one in every of the 
world’s nice natural harbours is additionally an entry to other components of Sydney. A good way to expertise its beauty is 
to catch an iconic Sydney ferry. Passing by renowned landmarks, as well as the Sydney Opera House and also the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge, the harbour offers many scenic vantage points. Follow the Manly, Watsons Bay or Taronga zoological 
garden ferry routes to get pleasure from wide harbour views.

Take advantage of a sunny Sydney day by reposeful on a chartered yacht in one in every of the harbour’s bays or unwind 
on a chartered cruise vessel outbound from Circular wharf or Darling Harbour. Head out on foot and luxuriate in a brief 
scenic tour round the harbour, or pay a night dining aboard a cruise boat. The islands settled at intervals state capital 
Harbour, as well as Fort Denison, Shark, Clark, Rodd, Cockatoo Islands, hold nice cultural and historical significance. 
Sydney Harbour parkland incorporates several of the harbour’s islands likewise as giant stretches of geological formation, 
ideal for a harbourside walk or target-hunting walking tours with likes of Sydney Coast Walks, EcoTreasures and Auswalk 
Walking Holidays.
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